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descriptions of a number of sections belonging to the geological
divisions known as Moseen, Campinien (not Campignien), and
Hesbayen. The last dates from Le Moustier times and corresponds
to the lower Ergeron of the Somme ;' above this, the Brabantien is
equated with the middle Ergeron ; and finally the Flandrien, com-
prising the brick-earth and Ergeron of Belgium, is contemporary with
the upper Ergeron of Northern France, the closing phase of the
Pleistocene. Near the base of the Hesbayen is found Canis familiar is,
sometimes said to date only from thje Danish shell-mounds; and the
fauna discovered in the peaty pockets of the Campinien points to cold
conditions, whereas in the corresponding deposits of the Somme valley
—the middle loam, with St. Acheul industry—there is a warm fauna
followed by the mammoth and its associates, heralds of a great
glaciation. In the upper part of the Hesbayen were found a circular
(tortoise) core and a hand-axe, both of Le Moustier character;
more cores of the same type, and several points, blade-implements,
and a single small ovate hand-axe occurred on the next level below ;
and lower down, near the base of the Hesbayen, Levallois and other
flakes, one at least with faceted butt, and various cores, including an
oblong %\ x i\ in. from which blades have been detached longitudinally
on one face and transversely on the other, an exact parallel to a com-
mon Grime's Graves type {Report, fig. 60). Notable also from this
level are round scrapers on short broad blades ; a pointed implement
with flat and conical faces ; an ovate and part of a triangular hand-
axe. The flint finds indicate working-floors rather than occupation
sites in the period of Le Moustier. M. Rutot here lays down the
lines on which the Pleistocene of Belgium may be systematized, and
is fortunate in being able to furnish for the Soignies pits lists of the
plants and trees, mammals, molluscs, and insects, besides many
detailed sections, and illustrations of the implements. Professor
Commont's conclusions are found to be valid in Belgium, and the
time is surely coming when they will be crucially tested in England.
Under such auspices, the palaeolithic sequence in north-west Europe
must soon be put beyond question. REGINALD A. SMITH.
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Since 1853 when an illustrated report appeared in Archaeologia,
xxxv, the existence of Roman pottery kilns in the New Forest has
been recognized, but their exact date was never established. Recent
excavations have rather complicated the question without affording
chronological exactitude ; but Mr. Sumner's new companion to the
Ashley Rails volume published in 1919 is not only a charming addition
to the literature of the subject, but brings us a stage nearer the desired
result. His drawings of the potsherds (for whole vessels are rare) are
all to the scale of one-third, with solid black half-sections in the
modern diagrammatic style; but their severity is redeemed by a
frontispiece representing phantom pack-animals being led through
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the forest glades with products of the local kilns; while a map of the
sites and the section of a kiln being fired are full of life and interest.
Most antiquaries associate with the New Forest kilns a hard, reddish-
brown stoneware with metallic lustre, or a softer black-coated ware
with decoration in white slip, both well represented in the British
Museum ; but of recent years very little of these wares has been found
at the kilns, though recognized, sometimes far afield, in collections
from occupied sites. Mr. Sumner mentions a few small pieces of this
' red-purple gloss ware' from the sites now described, but the bulk is
surprisingly heterogeneous for a manufacturing centre which was
presumably supplied for the most part with the local clay. On the
other hand, only two fragments of Samian ware are mentioned ; and
the imitation of certain Samian forms points to a time when the
importation of Gaulish pottery was coming to an end. On previous
occasions a few coins (A.D. 117-378) have been found, but there is no
further assistance from that quarter, and perhaps the best index of
date is the series of lip-sections of mortaria. These evidently just
preceded the hammer-head type ; and if, as the author suggests, the
Sloden and Black Heath Meadow kilns are earlier than Crock Hill,
Islands Thorns, and Ashley Rails, which represent ' the culmination
of prosperous settlement and of pottery production, A. D. 250-350',
then the present volume may well picture for us the state of things in
the first half of the third century.
Concentric marks on the base of pots at Old Sloden, and there
alone in the Forest, were caused by a string of sinew pulled towards
the potter in removing the vessel from the turn-table ; but this can
hardly have been done, as stated, during rotation. Figs. 4-8 on
plate iv seem to be urns or vases rather than bowls as described;
but the main purpose of the book is to illustrate and explain the kilns,
and these were evidently excavated with extreme care in spite of
various hindrances. Fragments capable of restoration as well as a
type-series of the rest have been generously presented to the British
Museum; and it would be a satisfaction to exhibit the Roman pony-
shoes from Crock Hill and Ashley Rails, as datable objects of that
class are always in demand, but almost unobtainable.
REGINALD A. SMITH.
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Newhall, and on the Supercargo in the China Trade about the year
1700, by Dr. H. B. Morse. Among the Notes and Documents are
contributions on ' Shire-House', and Castle Yard, by Dr. J. H. Round ;
on the etymology of ' Bay Salt', by Mr. J. A. Twemlow; on the
Escheatries, 1327-41, by Mr. S. T. Gibson; on the House of Commons
and St. Stephen's Chapel, by Miss Winifred Jay ; on an unpublished
